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If you use Pay Pal, go to my web site www.orphancameras.com and choose the secure PayPal donation icon.
P Adapter for Mamiya RB
The P adapter for Mamiya RB is used when photographing through the Polaroid® Land pack film holder installed on the Mamiya RB67. When attaching the M adapter (horizontal) or the M adapter (vertical) to this P adapter, photography is possible with a film holder and so on for the Mamiya Press.
Attaching and Detaching the P Adapter
1. Detach the revolving adapter after pulling out and downward the R lock lever (1) located on the bottom of the camera body.
2. Attach the P adapter to the camera body, so that the red index dot (2) faces toward the top of the camera body, then fully push up the R lock lever (1).
3. To detach the P adapter, follow the same procedures as detaching the revolving adapter.

Attaching and Detaching the Polaroid Land Pack Film Holder
1. Face the red index dot (3) of the Polaroid Land pack film holder toward either the top or bottom of the camera body, then secure the film holder by fully pulling up the P lock levers (4) located on both sides of the P adapter in a condition that the film holder is pressed against the P adapter.
2. The film holder is detached by pushing down the P lock levers (4) located on both sides of the P adapter.
Attaching and Detaching the M Adapter

Align the red index dot of the M adapter (horizontal) or M adapter (vertical) with the red index dot (2) of the P adapter; then follow the same methods as the Polaroid Land pack film holder for attaching and detaching the M adapter.

**Note:**

Only the Polaroid Land pack film holder for Mamiya cameras can be used.

When using the P adapter, safety mechanisms concerning the camera back (double exposure warning device etc.) will not function.

"Polaroid" is a registered trademark of Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.